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95 Theses
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Corona State

Richard Ullger, The Commissioner
Royal Gibraltar Police

Policing The Corona State
7th July 2021
Dear Richard,
Bio-terrorism on an unprecedented scale rules rife across the globe
just at the moment. With respect, the Royal Gibraltar Police under
your leadership, as government foot-soldiers, seem to be unwittingly
or otherwise, playing your own small but unmistakably evil part in
the genocidal plan being enacted on the world stage. Evidence of this
is unfolding, in the here and now, on The Rock.
As promised to you as far back as 29th April 2021, a 95 Theses has
been compiled for the 7th July 2021, for your edification. It is
entitled: “Policing and The Corona State”. This document, which is
part of your safety net, comes in four parts, and has the sponsorship
of The Gibraltar Messenger.

Part one is entitled: “The Second Great Reformation?”. It
highlights evidence from elsewhere across the globe to support the
supposition that we are witnessing the formulation and
implementation of a global genocidal plan, right before our very eyes.
Point two of part one contains a remarkable and very poignant
testimony from a former UK Police Officer. We urge you to take note
of it.
Part two is entitled: “Tyranny on Gebal Tariq”. It highlights some
of the main architects, who are unwittingly or otherwise, aiding and
abetting this evil criminal global genocidal plan and whom are
currently mostly based here on The Rock of Gibraltar.
Part three is entitled: “The Globalist Genocidal Plan”. It identifies
some of the main global organisations and individuals enacting out
the evil, and it signposts insightful analysis, the kind which is well
beyond that currently offered by mainstream media outlets who,
alongside all the many crooked politicians, are part of the problem.
Part four is entitled: “Boris and Beth’s Barmy Britain”. It identifies
those treasonous so-called British people, who have developed into
prominent players sitting squarely behind this criminal genocidal
plan, which is using bio-terrorism, and a massive act of psychological
war-fare on the British people, and that includes the citizens in
Gibraltar, that the police are meant to protect, instead of assisting
the criminals to orchestrate and enforce their plan. Thus making the
RGP accomplices in their crimes against humanity, that carries the
death penalty.
Finally, the report will end with a brief executive summary and
recommendation for you.
Tony Farrell, alias Martin SleuthER
Former Principal Intelligence Analyst – South Yorkshire Police
Current Disciple of Christ, in His Second Coming
PS. You will be sent an electronic version of this report, so you can
access the many links of detailed insightful analysis.
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The Gibraltar Messenger

Before you consider this 95 Theses, please be mindful of “ your safety net
net”” here.

Matthew
10:26 Fear them not therefore: for there
is nothing covered, that shall not be
revealed; and hid, that shall not be
known.
10:27 What I tell you in darkness, [that]
speak ye in Light: and what ye hear in the
ear, [that] preach ye upon the housetops.
10:28 And fear not them which kill the
body, but are not able to kill the soul: but
rather fear Him which is able to destroy
both soul and body in hell-fire.
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Mark Sexton
Former Police Officer

APPEAL TO ALL SERVING POLICE OFFICERS
Appeal By Mark Sexton - Retired Police Officer
EX-POLICEMAN MARK SEXTON ~ UPDATE ~ 19th JULY 2021!
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Reiner Fuellmich

Please, if you are not familiar with this history of this recent class action law suit, watch the
video via the link below about the PCR fraud that lawyer Reiner Fuellmich uncovered with
his team at Germany’s Extra-Parliamentary Coronavirus Investigative Commission (a role
that its German Government should have been undertaking), this fraud which has been the
scientific ‘evidence’ for the lock-downs, masks, and social distancing etc amongst the
Governments of the world.
Reiner Fuellmich and his team have spent months listening to the expert advice from
hundreds of professionals, including Dr MikeYeadon (Ex Vice-President of Pfizer) and
Prof Dolores Cahill, most of whom have been censored by big tech when speaking against
the official WHO narrative of Covid-19 especially related to the unreliable PCR test that its
inventor Kary Mullis stated is totally unsuitable for testing for viruses, but is being
encouraged by all Governments for en masse testing.

Highly Recommended Reading / Watching
Reiner Fuellmich | Full Length Interview in Berlin | Planet Lockdown
Reiner Fuellmich and His Massive Class Action
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Dr Mike Yeadon
VP formerly of Pfizer

The Covid Vaccines Are Not Safe
At least not according to Dr Mike Yeadon, who is the former Chief
Science Officer at Pfizer and has 30 years experience working in
developing vaccines to combat viruses such as covid-19.
Yeadon is not anti-vaccine (30 years working in the industry is
evidence enough of that) but he is concerned that the latest
coronavirus vaccines are experimental – gene based – so they call on
your body to manufacture a response to covid – and the drug
companies simply haven’t had sufficient time to put these new
experimental drugs through the usual 2-3 years of clinical trials.
It follows that we do not yet have sufficient data on the potential
short or long term consequences of these vaccines and thus any one
of the hundreds of millions of people who have already received a
dose of any of the new vaccines is taking part in a clinical trial.
Highly Recommended Reading and Watching
The Covid Vacines Are Not Safe
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Dr. Jane Ruby
A Well Respected Health Professional

Must Watch Video
POISONOUS PROOF – The ACTUAL CONTENTS Inside Pfizer Vials
EXPOSED!
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Robert F Kennedy Jnr.
Chairman Children’s Health Defense

“Tuberculosis and scurvy had been largely eradicated through similar methods
without vaccines, so why was the MMR vaccine necessary?” Heads nodded.
Many vaccines are for illnesses that simply aren’t a problem anymore,
Kennedy explains in a croaking voice that results from spasmodic dysphonia,
a neurological disorder that causes involuntary spasms of the larynx. “I didn’t
grow up with the terror of rotavirus. I had never heard of it,” he says. “It’s
basically mild diarrhea.”
In fact, Kennedy declares, it’s vaccines that are responsible for the rise in just
about every condition you could think of—asthma, SIDS, encephalopathy,
Bell’s palsy, autism. Big Pharma had faked safety studies by putting poison in
placebos during clinical studies, ensuring that they had negative effects too.
Recommended Paper
Critical Analysis by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., Chairman, Children’s Health Defense:
Robert Kennedy Warns:
Don’t take vaccine under any circumstances.
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Dr David Martin
“Plandemic: Indoctornation”

Highly Recommended Reading / Viewing
Experimental mRNA COVID Vaccines Aren’t Vaccines: They are Medical Devices Dr. David Martin
Dr. David Martin Exposes Three Unspeakable Facts about COVID-19
The Biggest Conspiracy Behind COVID-19 Now Proven
Covid 19 and Anthony Fauci Dossier
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Kary Mullis
Polymerase Chain Reaction Inventor

Recommended Watching
BREAKING DISCOVERY! The ACTUAL CONTENTS Inside Pfizer Vials
The PCR Tests are a Fraud – 2 minute Video – Fauci, Fuellmich & Mullis
Kary Mullis, inventor of the PCR, talking about Dr. Fauci
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Gilead Atzmon

Highly Recommended Reading
The Gibraltar Massacre

On The Current International Zionist Smear Campaign
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The UK Column

Recommended Viewing
UK Column: A Good Man Down: The Fatal Reality of Vaccine Adverse
Reactions
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Del Bigtree
American Film Producer

Del Bigtree is an American television and film producer and the CEO of the antivaccination group Informed Consent Action Network, which produced the film Vaxxed:
From Cover-Up to Catastrophe.

Recommended Viewing/Reading
Vaxxed Documentaries: The Truth about ALL Vaccines
A COMING COVID CATASTROPHE!
Isn’t it time to unmask this criminal conspiracy?
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Mike Adams
The Health Ranger Report

Recommended Reading / Viewing
Situation Update, April 14th, 2021 - Vaccine Death Wave Now Unstoppable!
122 Million Americans Join Fatal Medical Experiment! - Mike Adams Must
Video

“People who have been vaccinated
are walking bio-weapons”.
The Injection Fraud – It’s Not a Vaccine
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Dave Cullen
Irish Awakened Covid Thought-Provoking Commentator

Recommended Reading / Watching
Police State Ireland

The Permanent Nature of “Temporary” Tyranny

Ontario Goes Full Covid Police State

14 Barrie Trower & Dr. Debra Davis

Dr. Barrie Trower is a former Royal Navy Microwave Weapons Expert and
former cold-war captured spy debriefer for the UK Intelligence Services. Mr
Trower is a conscionable whistle-blower who lectures around the world on
hidden dangers from microwave weapons and every-day microwave
technologies such as mobile-phones and Wi-Fi. Mr Trower has also repeatedly
assisted the UK Police Federation in their struggle to protect police officers
from Tetra/Air-Band radio-communications systems that are harmful to health.
Recommended Reading/Viewing from The Gibraltar Messenger
5G Radiation is Ecocide, Genocide and a Crime Against Humanity
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Piers Corbyn
Activist Willing to Pay The Price
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Erin Marie Olszewski
Undercover Whistle-Blowing Nurse

Undercover Whistle-Blowing Nurse
Erin Marie Olszewski
Why the COVID-19 Protocols
Are Actually Designed to Kill People
Whistlebowing Nurse Erin Marie Olszewski
Mercola with Erin Olszewski, August 14, 2020
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Kirsty Miller and Other Nurses
Whistle-blowing Nurses in UK

Recommended Viewing
UK Nurses Blow Whistle on Crimes Committed In The Name of Covid

Kirsty Miller's Interview with Richie Allen
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Dr. Judy Mikovits

“The public does not ask the simple question: if vaccines are as safe as sugar water, why do
the pharmaceutical companies need complete financial immunity and be protected by a
battalion of lawyers from the US Department of Justice?”
“Science, at its best, is a search for existential truth. Sometimes, however, those truths threaten
powerful economic paradigms. Both science and democracy rely on the free flow of accurate
information. Greedy corporations and captive government regulators have consistently shown
themselves willing to twist, distort, falsify, and corrupt science, hide information, and censor
open debate to protect personal power and corporate profits. Censorship is the fatal enemy of
both democracy and public health. Dr.”
Recommended Viewing
Dr. Judy Mikovits says 50 million will die in U.S. from COVID Vaccine - Dr. Sherri
Tenpenny Agrees
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Dr. Sherri Tenpenny
Medical Doctor from USA

Highly Recommended Viewing
THE HOUSE OF CARDS BEGINS TO FALL! Dr. Sherri Tenpenny Testifies,
'Ordinary Citizens Were Shocked'!
Dr. Tenpenny: This is The Biggest Scam Ever Perpetrated on The Human Race
Vaccines – Safety, Efficacy, and Issues with the Science, with Dr. Sherri
Tenpenny
Dr. Sherri Tenpenny – Face Masks are Not Effective Against Covid-19
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Dr Simone Gold
Physician, attorney, author, and the founder of
America’s Frontline Doctors

“There are thousands and thousands of stories of patient harm due to stay-athome orders issued in response to the coronavirus pandemic.”
“I could read you heartbreaking story after heartbreaking story sent to me by
physicians of patients that have died or suffered severe harm because they were
afraid to go to the hospital and their own doctor’s offices were shut.”
“Some of those stories involve nursing home patients who were not allowed to
have visitors and whose mental health is deteriorated as a result.”
“We just want America to hear the story. We feel that there is one narrative out
there and that’s okay, but you need to hear the whole picture, the rest of the
story.”
“We feel that one opinion is not sufficient and that a second opinion of all these
thousands of doctors needs to be heard.”
Recommended Viewing
America’s Frontline Doctors files motion for temporary restraining order
against use of COVID vaccine in children
Dr. Simone Gold – The Covid19 Vaccine Explained
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Dr Peter McCullough
Medical Doctor

Highly Recommended Viewing / Reading
This Whole Fake Pandemic Was All About the Vaccine Shot – Dr. Peter
McCullough
Highly cited COVID doctor comes to stunning conclusion: Gov’t ‘scrubbing
unprecedented numbers’ of injection-related deaths
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Dr Heiko Schoning
Doctors for Truth
Co-founder of the Corona Extra Parliamentary Committee

Dr Heiko Schoning’s Statement after his release and arrest
as a keynote speaker at Hyde Park Corner - 26th Sept. 2020

Recommended Viewing / Reading
Dr. Heiko Schoning arrested & dragged by police moments after speaking Hyde
Park on Saturday Sep 26
Dr Heiko Schoning Statement after his Release and Arrest
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Professor Dolores Cahill
Molecular Biologist & Immunologist

Highly Recommended Viewing
Prof. Cahill MRNA Vaccine will kill people in their 70s in two to three years
The Fighting Irish Come Out Against Medical Tyranny
Professor Dolores Cahill on COVID-19: “I will not be wearing a mask...
EVER!”
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Dr. Jane Orient
Executive Director of the Association

WASHINGTON — A doctor who is skeptical of coronavirus vaccines and promotes the
anti-malaria drug hydroxychloroquine as a Covid-19 treatment will be the lead witness at a
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee hearing on Tuesday,
prompting criticism from Democrats who say Republicans should not give a platform to
someone who spreads conspiracy theories.
Dr. Jane M. Orient is the executive director of the Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons, a group that opposes government involvement in medicine and views federal
vaccine mandates as a violation of human rights.
“A public health threat is the rationale for the policy on mandatory vaccines. But how much
of a threat is required to justify forcing people to accept government-imposed risks?” Dr.
Orient wrote in a statement to the Senate last year, calling vaccine mandates “a serious
intrusion into individual liberty, autonomy and parental decisions.”
In a phone interview on Sunday, Dr. Orient, an internist who received her medical degree
from Columbia University in New York, resisted being cast as an “anti-vaxxer” and said she
would not get a coronavirus vaccine because she had an autoimmune condition. She added
that she opposed the government’s push for all Americans to be vaccinated against the
coronavirus, noting that both vaccine candidates — one made by the Pfizer and the other by
Moderna — use a new scientific method.
Recommended Viewing / Listening
Anti-Vaccination Doctor Jane Orient Testifies to Senate on Covid Treatment
Stop Agenda 21 - Dr. Jane Orient - Association of American Physicians & Surgeons
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Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi

Recommended Listening
Covid-vaccination: Bhakdi warned EMA of blood clots
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Dr. Astrid Stuckelberger
WHO Insider BLOWS Whistle on
Gates and GAVI

Recommended Reading
The WHO has turned global health security into a dictatorship, where the director general has
assumed sole power to make decisions by which member states must abide. According to a
long-term World Health Organization insider, Bill Gates’ vaccine alliance, GAVI, is directing
the WHO. GAVI is headquartered in Switzerland. In 2009, GAVI was recognized as an
international institution and granted total blanket immunity, including immunity against
criminal sanctions. It is also exempt from paying taxes. In 2017, Gates asked to be part of the
WHO’s executive board — like a member state — because of his funding . . .

WHO Insider Blows Whistle on Gates and GAVI
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Dr. Vernon Coleman
General Practitioner from the UK

Recommended Website and Talks
https://vernoncoleman.org/
Let’s Dump The Queen And The Rest Of The Royal Family by Dr. Vernon
Coleman
Dr. Vernon Coleman: Time is Running Out - We Must Act Now!
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Dr. Carrie Madej
Medical Doctor from USA

Recommended Viewing
A documentary featuring Dr. Madej
The Gene Code Injection – an experiment on humanity?! | Interview with Dr.
Madej in February 2021
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Anne McCloskey
Retired GP, Ulster

In speaking out about Stormont’s handling of the pandemic, Doctor Anne McCloskey
told a gathering in her home city earlier this month that she received an email from the
General Medical Council (GMC) after she compared wearing face coverings to prevent
the spread of Coronavirus to “using a sheep fence to keep out mosquitos.” She also
attacked the media claiming they offered no analysis or context in reporting the crisis.
And she hit out at health authorities over the recording of deaths.
“I became very concerned as a medical practitioner when I heard for the first time in my
professional career that they had changed the death certification. The rules were that
anyone who had a temperature or a cough prior to their death, no matter what was
wrong, with them, was to be counted as a Covid Death. To me that was fundamentally
dishonest. I am strangely confused that my profession, by and large went along with
that.”
To cheers of applause, Dr. McCloskey expressed her support for the Dublin Medic Dr.
Marcus De Brun. Dr De Brun resigned from the Irish Medical Council in protest at the
Republic’s management of care homes. He has been vocal in his criticism of “healthy
young people” wearing masks.
Dr. McCloskey’s comments have been shared widely on social media and come as
Health Minister slammed “conspiracy theorists” who promote agendas against vaccines
and masks.
Recommended Listening
Dr. Anne McCloskey's Message To The World
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World Doctors Alliance
Dr Andrew Kaufman & Elke De Kerk

“I'm a medical doctor and board certified forensic psychiatrist. This pandemic is
not a real medical pandemic. The Covid-19 vaccine is not proven safe or
effective, because there's not been enough time. In addition, there is not a clear
definition of any new disease for which it can be tested against. There has not
been a virus that has been purified or shown to be the cause of an illness. Thus
there's no target for a vaccine. However, the bottom line is that since no
additional deaths have occurred in relation to a new disease, there is simply no
need for a new vaccine.”
Highly Recommended Viewing
Doctors Worldwide Speak Out About the COVID Vaccine
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Dr. Hilde De Smet
Medical Doctor from Belgium

Dr. Nils R Rosse
Medical Doctor Norway

Dr. Elizabeth Evans
Founder of the UK Medical Freedom Alliance
ance

“The Covid 19 vaccines are not proven to be safe or effective. It is reckless and
unnecessary to roll out these essentially experimental vaccines that are using a
completely new mRNA technology to millions of people when there is only limited
short term safety data. No evidence that they will prevent the transmission of the
virus and no long-term safety data to rule out late onset negative effects like autoimmune-diseases , infertility, and cancers.”
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Dr. Mohammad Adil
Medical Doctor from the UK

Dr. R. Zac Cox
Holistic Dentist & Homeopath from UK

Dr. Anna Forbes
Medical Doctor from the UK
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Dr. Ralf ER Sundberg
Medical Doctor from Sweden

Dr. Johan Denis
Medical Doctor & Homeopath from Belgium

Dr. Daniel Cullum
Chiropractic Physician from USA
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Moritz von der Borch
Medical Journalist from Germany

Dr. Anne Fierlafijn
Medical Doctor from Belgium

Sandy Lunoe
Pharmacist from Norway
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Dr. Tom Cowan
Medical Doctor from USA

Dr. Kevin R Corbett
Retired Nurse and Health Scientist from UK

Dr. Barrie Lando
Physician from the USA
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Kate Shemirani
Natural Nurse from the UK

Dr Carrie Madej & UK Nurse Kate Shemirani ` Best Presentation Yet on
Covid Genocide MUST WATCH
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Boris Dragin
Licensed Acupuncturist from Sweden

Dr. Piotr Rubas
Medical Doctor from Poland

Dr. Natalia Prego Cancelo
Medical Doctor Spain
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Dr. Rashid Buttar
Medical Doctor from the USA

Dr. Nour De San
Medical Doctor from France

Professor Konstantin Pavlidis
Metaphysicist from UK
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Dr. Heiko Santelmann
Medical Doctor from Germany

Dr. Margareta Griesz-Brisson
Neurologist from Germany

Dr. Kelly Brogan
Medical Doctor from the USA
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Dr. Theresa Lawrie
Medical Based Evidence Consultancy

Crimes Against Humanity: UK Government Released 21st Report on
Adverse Reactions to the Covid Vaccines
Did Hancock SAGE NHS Cause 60K UK Deaths? (Dr Tess Lawrie)
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Dr Bridle
Spike Proteins - Vaccinations

Recommended Viewing
Spike Proteins
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Dr. Bryan Ardis
FDA Cover-Up They Knew About Deadly Vax Side Effects

Highly Recommended Reading
FDA Cover-Up - They knew about the deadly Vax Side Effects

The Infamous Slide 16
BREAKING: FDA Adds Warning About Myocarditis, Pericarditis Heart
Inflammation To Moderna, Pfizer Vaccines. The Food and Drug Administration
on Friday added a warning to patient and provider fact sheets to the Moderna and
Pfizer vaccines indicating that they pose risk of myocarditis and Pericarditis heart
inflammation. This comes after 300 million Americans have gotten vaccinated
for COVID-19 as of June 11, according to the CDC.
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The Bernician

We have finally received an order from the Deputy Chief Magistrate in PUB’s Private Criminal
Prosecution against Hancock, Whitty, Vallance and Ferguson for pandemic fraud, dismissing the
case without a hearing, on the ludicrous ground that there is no evidence the defendants have
acted dishonestly, whether for material gains or with prior knowledge that their actions would
cause catastrophic loss. In doing so, the judge also set aside comprehensive expert witness
testimony as mere “hearsay”, which is the exact opposite of the truth.
However, according to Bouvier’s Law Dictionary [infinitely more reliable than Black’s],
hearsay evidence is exactly what the UK Government’s COVID-19 policies [and therefore the
decision of the judge] are founded upon:
HEARSAY EVIDENCE. 1. The evidence of those who relate, not what they know
themselves, but what they have heard from others.
2. As a general rule, hearsay evidence of a fact is not admissible. If any fact is to be
substantiated against a person, it ought to be proved in his presence by the testimony of a
witness sworn or affirmed to speak the truth.

Update on the UK Criminal Prosecution of Hancock, Whitty, Vallance and
Ferguson for pandemic fraud.
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Carlo Maria Viganò
Archbishop

Letter #24, 2021, Saturday, May 8: Virus

“If there is a ‘Great Reset’ that humanity really needs,
this can only come in the return to God, in a true
conversion of individuals and of society to Christ the
King.” — Archbishop Viganò, in a text which reflects on
the present global situation in a talk released today
Every Catholic in Gibraltar, including Carmel Zammit,
needs to read this letter carefully, and wake up to what
is happening globally in both church and state.
TRUTH OVER FEAR:
COVID-19, THE VACCINE & THE GREAT RESET
Online Summit
May 7-9, 2021
Come, let us make a city and a tower for ourselves,
whose top will reach to heaven.

Gen 11: 4

“A time is coming when men will go mad,
and when they see someone who is not mad,
they will attack him, saying:
You are mad; you are not like us.”
St. Antony the Great
I am very grateful to Dr. Patrick Coffin for the opportunity that has been given to me to take
part in the world summit “Truth Over Fear: Covid-19, the Vaccine and the Great Reset.”
As I prepare to speak, I want to greet each of the participants and bless their commitment in
service of the truth, above all during these hours of great confusion, of the darkening of minds
and consciences.
You have certainly taken note of my statement of March 25, by which I wanted in some way to
launch this event and anticipate the issues, by treating certain of them more articulately. What
I will tell you now touches on other aspects and intends in some way to complete my previous
statement.
The media, politicians, managers of large companies, and even priests and bishops speak to us
obsessively about a connected world, in which the faculties of the human body are amplified
by a series of technological appendages which permit us to talk to our automobile, turn on the
living room light by talking to a plastic cylinder, get traffic information from Alexa, order
sushi from our cell phone, and know that the milk in our refrigerator is getting close to its
expiration date.
According to them, this world represents achievement and progress for humanity. Many of the
marvels that await us are already available. Others are imminent, already patented and ready to
be placed on the market.
Let’s imagine for a moment that one of us, by chance, happened to be isolated from all this at
the beginning of last year.
Imagine that he decided to retire to a mountain chalet in order to write a book, or that he
entered a monastery for a period of meditation and prayer. No television, no newspapers, no
social media, no breaking news on his cell phone. Only the rhythms of nature, the song of
birds, the breath of the wind, the roar of the mountain stream, the tolling of the bell. Until the
moment when, after more than a year, this fortunate friend concluded his period of isolation
and returned to the world, believing that he would find it just as he left it.
What will this person, who was far away while we were all locked up in our houses due to the
lockdowns imposed by almost every government in the world, find upon his return?
Well, our friend will discover that while he devoted himself to his novel or to meditation on the
Fathers of the Church, the world has literally gone mad.
A flu syndrome, which according to official data causes almost the same number of deaths
among the elderly and weak people as any other normal seasonal flu, has been used as a
pretext to sow terror amidst the population, thanks to the complicity of politicians, the media,
doctors, and law enforcement.
He will see himself surrounded by people who wear masks even outdoors, because someone
has said that it will prevent infection.
When he returns to his hometown and wants to go shopping, he will find that he is expelled

from the grocery store because he is not wearing that ridiculous muzzle, and he will not be able
to go out to eat at a restaurant without being subjected to a swab test that, up until last year,
was indicated as ineffective for diagnostic purposes.
He will hear it said that this “pandemic” has caused millions of deaths, even if in 2020 in every
nation of the world the number of dead was basically exactly the same as in preceding years.
And he will also hear that, because of an influenza virus that notoriously mutates like any other
coronavirus, global authorities have purchased billions of doses of vaccines that are admittedly
useless, given that they do not guarantee immunity and indeed have serious side effects, which
nobody wants to recognize.
Our friend will be disconcerted to learn that, at the first outbreak of infections in a remote
location in China, instead of blocking flights and contacts with foreign countries, there were
those who shouted “racism” and took great care to show solidarity by going to eat spring rolls
at the local Chinese restaurant, with a bevy of photographers and reporters in tow.
He will learn from the newspapers that many nations, for more than a decade previously, had
weakened public health, closed hospitals, and left their pandemic plans out of date.
And he will not understand why effective treatments and home health care have been banned,
instead waiting for the infected to get worse so that they can be hospitalized in intensive care
units and made to die using ventilators for deep breathing.
He will be shocked when they tell him that the dead were deprived of an autopsy and subjected
to cremation without any religious funeral services, as if those who let them die did not want to
leave any traces of their misdeeds.
You can imagine how the absurdity of all this sounds incomprehensible, for a person who is
not bombarded daily by terrorist news from the media.
And how incomprehensible is the passivity and resigned obedience of the masses to the diktats
of the civil and religious authorities.
Because our friend will discover that also in church things have changed: the holy water is no
longer there, the kneelers have disappeared in order to make a place for chairs spaced with
signs indicating where to sit, how many persons can enter, and that Communion must be
received in the hand for hygienic reasons.
He will learn that not only the parish priests and the bishops have adapted to the collective
madness, but they have even made a personal contribution to it, in some cases going so far as
to require testing swabs and vaccines for those who want to attend services.
They will show him the famous video of Bergoglio all alone in Saint Peter’s Square, or the
interview in which he promotes vaccines as a “moral duty,” even if they are produced with
material coming from aborted fetuses.
And they will tell him that the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith hastened to declare
these vaccines morally licit.
When he talks with friends he has not heard from in more than a year, our friend will learn that
they have been forbidden to go out, to gather for holidays, to celebrate Easter and Christmas,
to go to Mass, to go to confession, to receive the Sacraments; that the State has imposed
lockdowns and curfews, closing stores and restaurants, museums and gyms, schools and
libraries.
Everything closed, for fear of a flu virus that could be cured – that can be cured – with
treatments that the WHO and other “experts” have prohibited, ordering “watchful waiting”

instead.
And if he asks why no one protested, he will hear that demonstrations of dissent have also been
banned and repressed by the police with truncheons.
They will say to him that in some nations detention centers have been constructed for those
who do not want to undergo vaccination, while an app has been made mandatory that allows
the tracking of citizens movements, and today the use of a subcutaneous microchip is theorized
that would detect positivity for the virus or act as a vaccine passport, thanks to which it would
be possible to travel in a plane or go to a restaurant.
And all this was possible thanks to the silence of the magistrates, while anonymous scientific
committees bossed everyone around with absurd and ineffective protocols.
Millions of people confined to house arrest should have reduced the number of infections,
while in reality the countries in which lockdowns were not imposed have had less deaths.
Millions of people forced not to work, reduced to misery by illegitimate and unconstitutional
decisions, have obeyed, waiting for ridiculous alms that are promised a thousand times and
never arrive.
Millions, indeed billions, of people have suffered the decisions of a few “philanthropists” who
have succeeded in imposing vaccines produced by pharmaceutical companies of which they
are the main shareholders, with the approval of supervisory bodies that they primarily finance.
No conflict of interest, no crime against humanity, no violation of natural liberties and of the
fundamental rights of citizens.
Everything has gone smoothly, like in a dystopian movie.
Well, dear friend, what our friend is facing is the fantasy world desired by the Great Reset, by
the proponents of the New World Order, by the followers of the globalist sect.
A transhuman world, in which algorithms born from sick, diabolical minds decide if you can
leave the house, which treatments should be administered, which activities are allowed to
continue, and which people have the right to work.
And while we were imprisoned without bars in our homes, believing in the maniacal ads on
television and social media, under the cover of darkness they were installing 5G towers
everywhere, in order to make possible the technological breakthrough that is meant to connect
everyone and everything, from blenders to iPads, from electric cars to distance learning.
With the perpetual obligation of maintaining “social distance” and being vaccinated every six
months, even if things go well, in the name of a pandemic whose damage is not seen except in
the media narrative and in its unfortunate management by politicians and doctors of the
regime.
Our friend is not a doctor, but since he has not lived this year and a half of health delirium
bombarded by mainstream news on his TV, computer and cell phone, he is able to grasp the
madness of what has happened to all of us, together with the criminal plan that has been
perpetrated by the elite. Nor will it escape him – as it does not escape us – that the Catholic
hierarchy has played a role in imposing the official narrative, using the authority of the Church
to ratify a monstrous crime, a colossal fraud against both God and man.
If we make a comparison between how we lived in January 2020 and how we have been
reduced to living today, we cannot fail to recognize the success of this infernal plan, accepted
by the majority of people as unavoidable.
There are those who, unable to accept the intrinsic irrationality of the provisions adopted by

their rulers, suspend all judgment and hand themselves over to their executioners.
Others, trying to find a supernatural meaning in collective madness, pray to God for the end of
a non-existent plague or adapt to the new pagan liturgies of Covid. Still others, more
combative, are unable to resign themselves to the monstrosity of what is happening and hope
for a divine intervention.
If only we had the good sense to think autonomously, to use the rationality with which we have
been endowed by the Eternal Father, we would immediately understand that this horror is
nothing but the “world turned upside down” that is desired by the eternal Enemy of the human
race, the hell on earth longed for by the servants of Satan, the New Infernal Order that is the
prelude to the advent of the Antichrist and the end times.
Only in this way will we be able to understand the apostasy of the highest levels of the Church,
all taken to give proof of obedience to the globalist ideology, to the point of denying Christ on
the Cross and preferring the heavy chains of Lucifer to the gentle yoke of Christ.
If there is a “Great Reset” that humanity really needs, this can only come in the return to God,
in a true conversion of individuals and of society to Christ the King, which for too long we
have allowed to be dethroned in the name of a perverse freedom that permits and legitimizes
everything except the Good.
That “Great Reset” was accomplished on Golgotha, in the moment in which Satan believed
that he was putting the Son of God to death and preventing the Redemption, while in reality he
was signing his own definitive defeat. What we are witnessing today is only a painful aftereffect of the battle between Christ and Satan, between the offspring of the Woman clothed in
light of whom the Book of Revelation speaks and the accursed offspring of the ancient
Serpent.
Thus, as we approach the persecution of the End Times, we have the supernatural certainty that
even this grotesque pandemic, a miserable pretext for the establishment of an antihuman and
antichristic synarchy, is doomed to defeat, because Christ has already conquered the eternally
Defeated One with a crushing and inexorable victory.
Strengthened by the certainty of this epochal victory, whose triumph we will see perhaps very
soon, we must fight under the banner of Christ the King and the protection of the Queen of
Victories, whom the Lord has given the power to crush the head of the Evil One.
If we return to Christ, beginning with ourselves and our families, we will succeed not only in
opening our eyes to understand the absurdity of what is happening around us, but we will also
know how to effectively fight with the invincible weapons of Faith. “Omne, quod est ex Deo,
vincit mundum: et haec est victoria, quae vincit mundum, fides nostra. – For whoever is
begotten by God conquers the world: and this is the victory that conquers the world, our faith”
(1 Jn 5:4). Then the new tower of Babel, the house of cards of Covid, the farce of the
vaccines, and the fraud of the Great Reset will inexorably collapse, manifesting in its
diabolical nature the murderous plan of the Adversary and his servants.
Let us look to the New Jerusalem that descends from heaven, the Holy Church, which in the
vision of Saint John appears “like a bride adorned for her husband” (Rev 21:2). Let us listen to
the loud voice that announces: “And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and there
shall be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying, nor pain, because the former things have passed
away” (Rev 21:4). Our “Great Reset” is accomplished in Our Lord: “Behold, I make all things
new” (Rev 21:5); “I am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end” (Rev 21:6). May
the entire Heavenly Court assist and protect us in this epochal battle, in which it is our glory to
serve under the insignia of Christ the King and Mary our Queen.+ Carlo Maria Viganò,

